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Stock#: 55736mp2
Map Maker: Braun & Hogenberg

Date: 1581
Place: Cologne
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG
Size: 18 x 13.7 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Nice example of this iconic plan of 16th century f Valenciennes, which appeared in Braun & Hogenberg's 6
volume Civititas Orbis Terrarum.

The verso translates as follows:

The Loire, an exceedingly well-known river in France, flows directly past the city and is very
beneficial for trade. The fields surrounding the city are very fertile, and for this reason the city
is also called the granary throughout France, just as in earlier times Sicily was the granary of
Rome. A famous wine also grows in this soil, which is exported from here not only throughout
France but to all the countries in Europe. [...] The French spoken here is pure and
uncorrupted, which is also the reason why so many foreigners settle here. For some are here
for trade, others for study and others again to acquire the language, but also many without
doubt for both these last two reasons, [...] and Germans in particular send their children here."

Orléans is shown here in an extraordinarily precise bird's-eye perspective that incorporates elevations of
the city's many churches and monasteries, including the cathedral of Sainte-Croix, destroyed by the
Huguenots a few years earlier.
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Detailed Condition:
Old Color. Some color offsetting and marginal soiling. Archivally backed on the verso with a thin layer of
paper.


